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ChapterChapter 2 

TRADE,, MIGRATION AND WELFARE 

".American".American economists generally conclude that trade is not primary cause of the economic 
problemsproblems of the low skilled workers in advanced countries. European economists, by contrast, 
generallygenerally champion the view that trade with the third world has caused joblessness in Europe 
andand rising inequality in the United States." 

Richardd B. Freeman (1995) 

"Both"Both trade and immigration allow a country to employ resources that are scarce within its 
borders,borders, and the same economic incentives that drive global trade flows motivate workers to 
movemove across international borders." (p.86) 

"The"The methodological arsenal of modern econometrics can not find a single shred of evidence that 
immigrantsimmigrants have a sizeable adverse impact on the earnings and employment opportunities of 
nativesnatives in the United States" (p.62) 

Georgee J. Borjas (1999) 

2.11 Introduction 
Theoreticall  concepts providing essential foundations for potential gains of free trade go 

backk to the 18 century, when Adam Smith discussed the division of labour and David 

Ricardo,, following James Mill , introduced the doctrine of comparative advantage. The 

basicc idea of this traditional approach is that each trading country almost always gains 

fromm trade. However, in practice the effect of trade is not unambiguous. While a country 

ass a whole may benefit from trade, gains from trade may be distributed 

disproportionatelyy over owners of factors of production and different sectors. It often 

hurtss certain groups while other groups gain. Thus, international trade has strong effects 

onn the domestic distribution of income (Krugman and Obstfeld, 1991). The existence of 

winnerss as well as losers from trade undermines an unambiguous trade policy in favour 

off  free trade. National trade policies are determined under pressure of different interest 

groups.. Though trade between sovereign states is seen as an inevitable outcome of 

nationall  differences in resources, the size and types of traded goods and services have 

alwayss been a central theme for political discussions. In that sense, conflicts between 
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differentt interest groups within countries have been more influential factors in 

determiningg trade policy than conflict of interest between countries. 

Sincee the emergence of modern national states in the 17th century the benefit of 

internationall  trade was at the heart of policy discussions. National governments have 

triedd to shield domestic industries from international competition by means of 

restrictionss on imports or by subsidising exports. The earliest theoretical arguments for 

protectionismm put forth in the 18th early 20th centuries dealt with the protection of infant 

industriess from foreign competition and the exploitation of monopoly power in trade 

(Prasch,, 1996; Krugman and Obstfeld, 1991). The most influential arguments against 

freee trade came from Keynesian economists after the Great Depression. They argued 

thatt tariffs might immediately serve to lower the massive unemployment caused by the 

Depression,, although limits on trade are not seen as a beneficial long-term policy option 

(Bhagwati,, 1994). Researchers in international economics have studied the effects of 

protectionistt policies and have sometimes shown the advantages of more liberal 

internationall  trade. 

Thee challenges to free trade were formulated by theorists who focused on market 

imperfections.. Since theories of free trade rely on the theory of perfect competition, 

whichh assumes that market prices reflect social costs, the theory of imperfect 

competitionn undermines this assumption and also the belief in the doctrine of free trade. 

Duringg the 1950s to 1970s, developing countries widely used the 'infant industry' 

argumentt in combination with that of 'market imperfections' in factor markets to 

supportt their import substitution industries, whilst in the same period international trade 

wass increasingly liberalised in the developed countries (Bhagwati, 1994). 

Sincee World War II , the United States and Europe have regarded free trade as a 

necessaryy condition not only for prosperity, but also for world peace. However, in the 

1980ss this view was reversed: while trade policy of developing countries switched 

towardss freer trade, the developed counties appealed to more protectionist policies, 

especiallyy in the form of non-tariff barriers. This time, imperfections in product markets 

weree used for legitimising trade restrictions (Bhagwati, 1994). However, theoretical 

developmentss in the 1980s were not one-sided. In these years, the concept of economies 

off  scale gained increasing attention to explain the causes and effects of international 
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trade.. This theoretical approach demonstrates that free trade provides gains for both 

countriess engaging in trade, not only when markets are perfectly competitive and 

technologyy is characterised by constant returns to scale, but also when the market 

structuree is imperfectly competitive and there are increasing returns to scale. In this 

context,, theories of monopolistic competition and oligopoly have been applied as 

theoreticall  tools to understand intra-industry trade, which substantially increased 

betweenn industrialised countries having comparable overall capital-labour ratios (Wong, 

1995). . 

Traditionall  theories of international economics focus mainly on trade in goods, though 

labourr as an inevitable factor of production is used in production functions of all 

models.. Trade in goods is viewed, at least in earlier periods, as a single form of 

economicc integration. This can be attributed to relative simplicity of trade in goods as 

welll  as to the practical difficulties in tracking international movements of labour and 

capital.. The location of capital is chosen very carefully, often on the basis of economic 

andd political stability. Migration of labour is by definition the movement of human 

beings,, motivated not only by financial considerations, but also by socio-economic 

conditions. . 

Afterr World War II, there has been a drastic increase in both international capital 

mobilityy and international migration. Integration of the world economy has proceeded 

viaa three channels: trade in goods, capital mobility and migration, and policy 

considerationss in industrialised countries has varied accordingly across these forms of 

economicc integration. While the developed countries design their policies to enlarge 

theirr exports and to utilise relatively cheap labour in developing countries through direct 

foreignn investments, they also try to hinder migration from developing countries. The 

disproportionatee high unemployment among immigrants and their low level of social 

integrationn in industrialised countries have provided a motor for restrictive immigration 

policies.. As mentioned earlier, the essential question for countries hosting immigrants is 

whatt kind of (economic) impact does the inflow of immigrants have on the welfare of 

natives,, in particular how are the employment prospects and earnings of the native 

populationn affected. 

Itt is remarkable that the three channels of international economic integration are 

examinedd separately. On the one hand, trade theorists have focused on potential gains 

andd losses from trade, and how trade restrictions might effect these gains and losses, 
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whilee monetarists have tried to show the potential returns to capital as a consequence of 

capitall  mobility. On the other hand, labour economists have tried to examine effects of 

immigrationn on the basis of models concerning human capital characteristics of 

immigrantt workers. These models are based on some degree of complimentarity versus 

substitutabilityy between immigrants and natives. Labour as one of factor of production 

iss divided in two categories: skilled and unskilled (Borjas, 1995; Ethier, 1985; Johnson, 

1980;; Chiswick, 1982). To date there have been few empirical studies that have taken 

intoo account the link between trade in goods and factor mobility. The purpose of this 

chapterr is to examine international migration flows in a broad context. The question 

arisess whether trade in goods and migration are substitutes and what are the effects of 

immigrationn on various labour market outcomes in host countries, such as earnings and 

employmentt of native workers. 

Traditionall  theoretical models advocating free trade rest on the basic assumption that 

nationss engage in international trade for two basic reasons. First, countries trade because 

theyy differ either in levels of technology (labour productivity) or resources (factor 

endowments).. Second, countries trade in order to benefit from economies of scale, 

whichh cause them to specialise in the production of a limited number of goods and 

services.. The following section deals with three main theoretical frameworks that 

explainn the causes and effects of international trade. Section 2.3 focuses on the 

interactionn between international trade and migration. Objectives of trade and migration 

policiess are discussed in Section 2.4. Possible consequences of restrictive trade and 

immigrationn policies are addressed in Section 2.5. 

2.22 Standard Theories of Trade 

2.2.12.2.1 Ricardian Model: Comparative Advantage 

Thee simple standard Ricardian model starts with an assumption of a closed economy in 

whichh two goods are produced and there is one homogeneous factor of production, 

labour.. The economic system works according to rules of perfect competition, 

generatingg full employment. In the absence of trade, the relative prices of goods, that is, 

thee price of one good in terms of the other, would be determined by relative 
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productivityy of labour. Since in a competitive economy, by assumption there are no 

profits,, the hourly wage rate in both sectors will be equal to the value of what a worker 

cann produce on the margin (i.e. over an hour). Perfect mobility of labour between 

sectorss equalises the wages in the long term. Because under autarky both goods are 

produced,, relative prices of goods wil l be equal to the relative productivity of labour in 

bothh sectors. The movement of labour wil l determine the supply of these two goods to 

whicheverr sector pays the higher wage. The economy will specialise in the production 

off  a good if the relative price of this good exceeds its opportunity cost, referring to the 

amountt of another good that the economy would have given up in order to produce an 

extraa unit of this good (Krugman and Obstfeld, 1991). 

Whenn the home economy engages in trade with a foreign economy whose relative 

productivityy of labour across sectors differs from that of its own each economy wil l 

specialisee in the production of the good in which it is relatively more productive (i.e. in 

whichh it has a comparative advantage). Under production specialisation both countries 

wil ll  derive gains from trade. Trade functions as an indirect method of production of the 

goodd in which a country is relatively less productive than the other and enlarges 

consumptionn possibilities of residents of each country. Also note that after trade prices 

off  internationally traded goods are determined by global supply and demand and no 

longerr by domestic considerations. 

Ann important empirical contribution supporting the theory of comparative advantage 

comescomes from Bela Balassa (1963), who compared the ratio of the US to British exports 

withh the ratio of labour productivity in these countries. His study shows that US firms 

exportt more products from industries where the US has relatively high productivity. 

Althoughh the simple Ricardian model of international trade is a useful tool to 

understandd why trade occurs and what the effects of trade are on national welfare, it 

providess a limited picture of the real world. This is due to a number of reasons. First, 

thee assumption of only one factor of production in the model leads to an extreme degree 

off  international specialisation. In practice, the existence of more production factors, 

transportt costs and restrictions on trade drastically reduce the tendency toward 

specialisation.. Second, the model predicts gains from trade for countries as a whole and 

thatt every individual becomes better off from trade, neglecting the effects of 

internationall  trade on the domestic income distributions. In reality, trade affects the 

distributionn of income within each trading country. Trade may benefit some groups and 
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att the same time hurt some others. Third, the Ricardian model does not allow any role 

forr differences in factor endowments among countries as a trade-creating factor. Fourth, 

thee model neglects the possible role of economies of scale as a cause of international 

tradee and thus leaves the substantial trade flows between countries having comparable 

labourr productivities and resources unexplained. 

2.2.22.2.2 Heckscher-Ohlin Model: Factor Proportions 

Thee Heckscher-Ohlin model assumes that differences in resources as opposed to 

differencess in labour productivity between countries are the only cause of international 

trade.. In the simplest factor proportion model, two economies are assumed to be able to 

producee two goods. Production of these two goods requires two factors of production, 

whichh are limited in the two countries. Production of the one good is assumed, for 

instance,, to be labour-intensive and production of the other is capital-intensive. 

Countriess are assumed to have identical production technologies. That is, a given 

amountt of labour and capital yields the same output of each separate good in the two 

countries.. They have the same preferences and therefore identical relative demand for 

bothh goods when faced with the same relative prices. The two countries differ only in 

theirr resources in relative terms. One country has an abundance of labour while the 

otherr is highly endowed with capital. 

Underr autarky, an economy with a relatively high ratio of labour to capital wil l be 

relativelyy effective in producing goods requiring intensive use of labour, and the relative 

pricee of these goods is correspondingly low in this country. If trade is allowed between 

twoo countries, each country wil l export goods requiring a more intensive use of the 

factorr in which it has an abundant supply, and imports goods requiring intensive use of 

thee resource that is relatively scarce in that country. Theoretically then trade should lead 

too a convergence of relative prices. After trade the relative price of labour-intensive 

goodss rises in the country endowed abundantly with labour, and declines in the country 

inn which labour is a relative scarce factor. Similarly, the relative price of capital-

intensivee goods declines in the country in which land is a scarce factor and rises in the 

countryy having a high ratio of capital to labour. Also, changes in relative prices of goods 

affectt the rewards of factors more than proportionately. In other words, if the price of 
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thee labour-intensive good rises by 5 percent, the wage rate wil l increase by more than 5 

percent.. This is because the rent on capital actually declines. 

Thee convergence of relative prices after trade implies a convergence of relative prices of 

thee factors of production, labour and capital. The model predicts that international trade 

leadss to equalisation of factor prices in the long run. This is not the result of 

internationall  mobility of factors, but works indirectly through commodity trade. 

Countriess export their abundant factors, embodied in goods requiring an intensive use of 

thesee factors, and import scarce factors, embodied in goods produced with a high ratio 

off  these factors. 

Changess in relative prices have a strong effect on the relative earnings of the two 

productionn factors. A rise in the relative price of labour-intensive goods raises the 

purchasingg power of labour in terms of both goods while it lowers the purchasing power 

off  capital owners in terms of both goods. A rise in the price of capital-intensive good 

hass a reverse effect. In general, owners of a country's abundant factors gain from trade, 

whilee owners of a country's scarce factors lose. The Heckscher-Ohlin model 

demonstratess that effects of trade on the distribution of income among factors of 

productionn are more or less permanent, instead of a temporary phenomenon. 

Thee Heckscher-Ohlin model assumes that the movement of production factors are 

costlesss across industries within a country. In that sense, it is a long-run theory that does 

nott take into account lagged responses of production factors. 

EmpiricalEmpirical Evidence 

Thee factor proportion theory is one of the most influential traditional trade theories. 

Afterr World War II it was subject to a number of empirical studies on US data that have 

notnot unambiguously supported the predictions of the theory. Leontief (1953) found in his 

famouss study that the US exported less capital-intensive goods and imported more 

capital-intensivee goods, despite having a high capital-labour ratio. This result, in 

contrastt to the predictions of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, is known as the Leontief-

paradox.. Although this important evidence against the factor proportions theory raises 

doubtt as to the usefulness of this theory, Baldwin (1971) put the more labour- intensive 

exportss into perspective. He shows that the US exports more skilled-labour and 

technology-intensivee products and imports less-skilled labour-intensive products; it has 

aa comparative advantage in sophisticated products (see Krugman and Obstfeld, 1994). 
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Moree recently, some economists tested the Heckscher-Ohlin theory on data for a large 

numberr of countries. They suggest that the Leontief-paradox is a result of restrictive 

assumptionss made in previous empirical studies. If trade in goods is assumed to be an 

indirectt trade of factors of production, i.e. the factors of production are embodied in 

tradedd goods, this would confirm the predictions of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory: a 

countryy wil l be a net exporter of factors of production with which it is relatively well-

endowed,, and a net importer of factor of production with which it is poorly endowed 

(Learner,, 1995). Trefler (1993) observes that the predictions of the Heckscher-Ohlin 

theoryy are always empirically rejected and shows that the factor content of trade and 

cross-countryy variations in factor prices can be explained better when the Heckscher-

Ohlinn theorem is modified to take into account international productivity differences. 

Gaisfordd (1995) focuses on another aspect of the testing procedure. He notes that 

empiricall  studies testing the correlation between trade and factor endowments implicitly 

assumedd that capital is not mobile across countries. According to Gaisford, this 

assumptionn does not adequately describe the world economy. International capital 

mobilityy has been very important since World War II . The US have exported a large 

amountt of capital both directly (foreign investments) and indirectly (via the capital 

contentt of trade in goods). Leontief-type paradoxes wil l be misinterpreted unless capital 

mobilityy is incorporated into models. Since the direct exports of capital (via 

multinationals)) were large, US exports need not to have been capital intensive, and 

shouldd have tended to be intensive in the factor of production, which is internationally 

immobile. . 

2.2.32.2.3 The Specific Factor Model 

Thee specific factor model developed by Samuelson and Jones (see Krugman and 

Obstfeld,, 1991) studies the effect of trade on income distributions. This model assumes 

aa two-good, three-factor economy. Labour is assumed to be a mobile that freely moves 

betweenn sectors. Capital and land are sector-specific factors that subsequently can be 

usedd only in production of particular goods. Suppose that capital is used only in a 

manufacturingg industry labelled as an export sector, land is used to produce only food 

goodss categorised as an import substitution sector, while labour can be employed in 

eitherr sector. In contrast to the Ricardian model in which the opportunity cost of one 
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goodd in terms of the other is constant, this model assumes diminishing returns to labour 

inn either sector. This means that the opportunity cost of producing more manufactured 

goodss in terms of food increases, as increasingly more labour is employed in the 

manufacturingg sector. The amount of labour employed in each sector and outputs of 

eachh sector are determined by demand and supply in the labour market. The demand for 

labourr in each sector depends on the price of output and the wage rate. The wage rate, in 

turn,, depends on the combined demand for labour by the food and manufacturing 

industries.. In each sector, the employment level and wage rate are simultaneously 

determinedd when the marginal product of labour (the value of additional man-hour) is 

equall  to the wage rate (the cost of employing that hour). If the wage rate differs between 

thee two sectors, labour moves from the sector paying lower wages to high wage sectors. 

Thiss process leads to an equalisation of wages between the sectors. 

Supposee that two countries differ in their relative price of manufactured goods in the 

absencee of trade. The reason for that may be differences either in their relative demands 

forr or relative supplies of these goods. We will assume that at any given relative prices, 

relativee demand is identical in the two countries. That means that consumers in both 

countriess will consume the same proportion of manufactured goods and food if they 

facee the same relative price of the former. Assume that differences in relative supplies 

aree the cause of international trade. Relative supply may differ either because the 

countriess could differ in their technologies, as in the Ricardian model, or because they 

couldd have differences in their factor endowments (resources), as in the Heckscher-

Ohlinn model. If a country is well endowed with capital and poorly endowed with land, 

thee relative prices of capital intensive manufactures wil l be lower in this country than 

thee rest of the world in the absence of trade. 

Iff  this economy engages in trade, the model predicts that trade wil l benefit the country 

ass a whole but affects the welfare of particular groups differently. Trade leads to an 

increasee in the relative price of traded manufactured goods, and thus benefits the factor 

usedd in the export sectors, in this case capital. It has reverse effects on the relative prices 

off  goods produced in import competing sectors, food, and hurts the factor specific to 

thesee sectors, land. The effect of trade on labour employed in both sectors is ambiguous. 

Thee fundamental question is whether the gains from trade wil l outweigh the losses. The 

redistributionn of income between the winners and losers may be an option to achieve a 

situationn in which everyone would gain from trade. But this procedure yields no 
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unambiguouss outcome because a standard is lacking in practice in order to compare 

people'ss welfare. Welfare is an inherently subjective notion. 

2,2.42,2.4 Economies of Scale, Imperfect Competition and Trade 

Thee preceding models predict that trade is a consequence of differences in resources 

and/orr differences in technologies. The models of comparative advantage presented are 

basedd on the assumptions of perfect competition and constant returns to scale. These 

modelss are incapable of explaining the post-war growth in trade among the similar 

industriall  countries. In order to explain this phenomenon the fundamental assumptions 

off  traditional trade theories were relaxed and in the eighties, economies of scale (or 

increasingg returns to scale) and imperfect competition were introduced to trade models 

(Wong,, 1995). In reality, many industries are characterised by imperfections and 

increasingg returns to scale creating a market structure in which large firms have an 

advantagee over small firms. These markets tend to be dominated by a monopoly firm or 

byy a few firms (oligopoly). 

Sincee the 1980s, a special case of imperfect competition models, monopolistic 

competitionn models has been widely applied to international trade, largely due to their 

simplicity.. A simple model of monopolistic competition assumes that a market consists 

off  a number of firms producing differentiated goods. However, these goods are 

imperfectt substitutes for one another. Product differentiation suggests that each firm has 

aa monopoly in its particular product, and is somewhat insulated from competition. The 

demandd for the product of each firm depends on the number of other comparable 

productss available and on the prices of other firms in the market. Each firm is assumed 

too take the prices of its rivals as given. 

Thee underlying idea in applying the monopolistic competition model to international 

tradee is that trade enlarges market size. If there are economies of scale in some 

industries,, firms in each country specialise in the production of only a limited number of 

products.. The variety of products as well as the scale of production is constrained by 

nationall  borders. Trade can enlarge the size of the market since any national market is 

smallerr than an integrated world market. In fact, in a national industry firms face a 

trade-offf  between the scale of production and variety of goods produced in this industry: 
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eitherr they must produce a small number of goods on a large scale or they must produce 

aa great number of goods on a small scale. In a combined market, a broader range and a 

greaterr variety of goods and services can be produced than in either market alone. 

Additionally,, the average cost of products will be lower in a large market due to 

economiess of scale (Krugman, 1979; Krugman and Obstfeld, 1994). 

Economiess of scale discourage firms in a capital-intensive industry to produce a full 

rangee of products, even when this country would have a high capital-labour ratio 

comparedd to another trading country. In general, if two countries engaging in trade have 

thee same capital-labour ratio, firms in both countries would produce differentiated 

goodss and services. The demand of consumers in one country for products made in 

anotherr country would generate the trade of similar products between the two countries, 

calledd intra-industry trade. In other words, economies of scale can also be a source of 

internationall  trade, in addition to differences in productive technologies put forth by the 

Ricardiann theory of comparative advantage and differences in resources purported by 

thee factor proportion theory of Heckscher-Ohlin. Intra-industry trade seems to be 

prevalentt between countries possessing similar capital-labour ratios, skill levels and 

levelss of economic development. Gains from trade would be large if economies of scale 

aree strong and products are highly differentiated. Even the gains from intra-industry 

tradee may be larger in a world characterised by efficiency- wage unemployment than in 

aa full-employment world (Matuz, 1996). 

Intra-industryy trade comprises a substantial part of trade in manufactured goods among 

advancedd countries, which accounts for most of world trade. Trade among countries of 

thee European Union is an especially important example of intra-industry trade. This 

kindd of trade is characterised by its slight effect on distribution of income within trading 

countriess and involves sophisticated manufactured goods rather than those produced by 

traditionall  industries. 

2.33 International Trade and Factor Mobility 
Ass mentioned above, international economics focuses mainly on trade in goods and 

services.. Many trade theories are designed under the assumption that only goods are 

internationallyy mobile. However, international integration of national economies 

proceedss in terms of movements of factors of production, labour migration and the 

transferr of capital via borrowing, lending and multinational corporations. Labour 
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migrationn and capital mobility have gained increasingly more attention in recent years 

andd have become important issues in the globalisation process of the world economy. 

Thee principles of international factor movements do not deviate in an economic 

(theoretical)) sense from trade in goods. However, international mobility of labour and 

capitall  differ greatly in the political sense from international trade in goods because 

lendingg and borrowing of capital go together with some conditions and because 

migrationn of labour is not only a simple mobility of some abstract factor of production, 

butt it is the movement of human beings who take along their own customs, languages 

andd cultures. The integration process of migrating people in host countries is a burning 

themee of political and public discussions. While, in case of trade in goods, mutual 

relationshipp and responsibilities between trading partners end at the time when goods 

aree traded, this not the case when mobility of capital and labour takes place. Lenders of 

capitall  remain real owners of capital invested in a foreign country and they require some 

seriouss conditions from borrowers. That means that capital scarce countries may prefer 

thee import of capital-intensive goods, instead of producing these goods with foreign 

capitall  themselves, if they think that conditions of borrowing are unbearable. The same 

argumentt can be brought forward for labour as the factor of production. If labour in a 

countryy is a scarce factor, this country may either prefer to import labour intensive 

goodss from abroad, or directly recruit foreign labour. The preference of this country is 

dependentt on a cost-benefit analysis of the two alternatives. If the country thinks that 

immigrationn of foreign workers may cause significant social problems, it will prefer the 

importt of labour intensive goods, at least when import costs are not disproportionately 

high.. The analysis along this line suggests that, in the context of the factor proportion 

theory,, trade in goods acts as a substitute for international movement of production 

factors.. Mundell (1957) first shows this substitution relationship between trade and 

factorr flows. He asserts that an increase in the volume of trade wil l discourage the 

volumee of factor flows or the other way around. If both trade in goods and factor 

movementss are allowed, the logic will be the same: thus, trade and factor movements 

aree communicating vessels. 

Sincee the seminal work of Mundell, trade economists have tried to identify whether 

tradee and factor movements are substitutes or complements. The result is that this 
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relationshipp between trade and factor movement is ambiguous. It depends on the 

assumptionss of the theory. Econometric tests of substitutability versus complementarity 

indicatee an ambiguous outcome. Collins, O'Rourke and Williamson (1997) have tested 

thee hypotheses of Heckscher-Ohlin theory on the basis of both the time-series data and 

panell  data involving statistics of trade and factor movement of the US and UK between 

18700 and 1940. They found that trade and factor movements are often complements and 

rarelyy substitutes. Their time-series analysis shows that migration and capital flows are 

highlyy correlated (capital follows labour), however, trade flows are not correlated either 

withh capital flows or with migration. The panel data also do not provide any support for 

thee substitutability hypothesis, and provide a limited support for complementarity 

betweenn trade and capital flows. Moreover, they conclude that policy makers do not 

vieww trade and migration as substitutes in designing migration policy. 

2.3.12.3.1 The European Union 

Inn contrast to the US case, the emergence of the European Union shows some evidence 

thatt trade and factor movements are substitutes. Before the creation of the European 

Communityy (EC) in 1957, international migration in Western Europe was limited 

(Straubhaar,, 1988). A large labour flow within West Europe started after the emergence 

off  the EC that allows free trade and movement of factors of production. First Italian 

workerss migrated to some of the other original EC countries (EC-6), especially to 

Francee and Germany, which had a tight labour market. The share of Italian workers 

employedd in other EC member states accounted for almost half of all immigrants in the 

ECC around 1960, but progressively declined to 16 percent in 1973. The total number of 

immigrantss from one of the original EC countries into another (intra-EC migration) 

increasedd from 576,000 around 1960 to 905,000 at the beginning of 1970s. After a 

periodd of stability, intra-EC migration decreased to about 636,000 people in 1984. On 

balance,, the absolute number of intra-EC migrants remained relatively stable between 

19588 and 1984 (Molle and van Mourik, 1988). 

Whilee the number of intra-EC migrants remained almost constant, the share of intra-EC 

migrationn in the total EC migration decreased on average by 1.3 percent per year 

throughoutt the 1958-1980 period (from 62.5 percent to 34.3 percent) due to rising 

migrationn flows from outside EC. As predicted by the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, in the 

samee period, the share of intra-EC trade in total EC trade increased by on average 0.8 

percentt per year over the same period (from 29.6 percent to 47.7 percent). This 
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substitutionn was particularly strong between 1958 and 1973. While the share of the 

intra-ECC trade increased annually by 1.5 percent, the share of intra-EC migration 

declinedd by 2.6 percent per year (Straubhaar, 1988). 

Inn the 1960s and 1970s, labour shortages in most of the EC-6 countries (except Italy) 

weree met increasingly by immigrants from two distinct groups of non-EC countries: 

thosee from Greece, Spain, Portugal and Yugoslavia; and from Turkey and North 

Africann countries. After the stagnation of EC economies, many workers from the first 

groupp returned to their home country, while the number of North Africans and Turkish 

workerss rose slightly (Molle and van Mourik, 1988). 

Itt is remarkable that the formation of the larger common labour market did not lead to 

massivee migration of workers from less developed EU members (Italy, Greece, 

Portugal,, Spain and Ireland) to more developed EU countries. The elimination of legal 

barrierss to labour movement created no sufficient stimulus to bring about a single 

commonn labour market. The low labour mobility may be explained by two approaches. 

First,, the European Community combined highly similar national economies (except 

Italyy to some degree) with respect to factor endowments and technology (in the 

establishmentt phase) so that there might have been littl e incentive for workers to move 

acrosss borders. Second, the removal of legal barriers was not a sufficient incentive. 

Severall  other country-specific factors such as transportation costs, political constraints, 

likelihoodd of assimilation, availability of information on alternative earnings and 

returns,, differences in social security systems, weight of taxation, language, duration of 

educationn and schooling, age of retirement, working hours, social and cultural facilities 

andd job security might very well have restricted the free mobility of labour. Despite 

largee differences in (long-term) unemployment rates and in income in the EU member 

states,, unemployed individuals have preferred to seek jobs in their direct neighbourhood 

orr stay unemployed rather than move to another member country. 

Inn the EU case, income differences generate an economic basis for potential movement 

off  labour, but a large-scale labour flow did not occur, as a result of implicit restrictions 

onn labour. Razin and Yuen (1997) argue that free trade in goods as well as capital 

mobilityy may only lead to income convergence when human capital externalities exist. 
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Co-ordinationn of educational policies may help internalise the inter-regional human 

capitall  externalities to stimulate efficient growth of EU economies. 

Whilee trade liberalisation and free movement of labour were gradually introduced 

withinn the EC, trade restrictions against the non-EC countries increased in the 1960s 

andd 1970s. This generated strong immigration flows from non-EC-6 countries, 

especiallyy from Mediterranean countries. The migration from non-EC-6 countries into 

thee EC grew over this period by an average of 13.6 percent per year, while EC trade 

withh the outside world increased by 12.4 percent. Since the percentages of intra-EC 

migrationn and intra-EC trade are respectively 2.4 and 18.6, one can conclude that 

migrationn and trade between EC and non-EC countries substituted each other 

(Straubhaar,, 1988). 

Inn their study concerning the effect of Moroccan trade liberalisation on migration from 

Moroccoo to Europe, Faini and de Melo (1995) show that an increase in the volume of 

tradee reduces the propensity to migrate. The liberalisation of trade leads to a decrease in 

Moroccann exchange rate that, in turn, has an ambiguous impact on employment. First, 

importss rise rapidly due to the reduction of trade restrictions causing employment in 

import-competingg industries to decline. Second, labour intensive exports increase due to 

thee real depreciation of exchange rates so that employment levels in export oriented 

industriess increase as well. The authors report that in simulations the second effect 

dominatess the first leading them to conclude that trade liberalisation in the sending 

countryy could create employment and lower the migration. 

AA clear picture about the substitution relationship between trade and factor mobility can 

bee obtained on the level of labour-intensive economic sectors where immigrant labour is 

highlyy concentrated, rather than at the national level. Faini and Venturini (1993) found a 

statisticallyy significant correlation between the share of foreign labour employed in 

certainn sectors of industry and the protection of these sectors in Western Europe. 

Bhagwatii  et al. (1984) noted that the effective tariff rate had a positive influence on the 

growthh rate of foreign labour in the German metal, construction and catering sectors. In 

thee Netherlands, employment in the clothing sector rose rapidly during 1980s when 

importss of fashion- oriented clothing from Turkey was restricted. After the custom 

unionn between the EU and Turkey was ratified in 1996, migration flows from Turkey 

directlyy to the Dutch clothing industry stopped causing even Turkish entrepreneurs and 
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workers,, who comprised about the 80 percent of the industry, to move back to Turkey 

(Hartogg and Zorlu 1999). 

2.3.22.3.2 The United States 

Thee share of immigrant workers in the total US labour force has increased since the 

1960s.. An increasing number of immigrant workers come from less developed countries 

andd a large percentage of these workers are relatively low skilled. Over the period 1980-

1995,, immigration has increased the relative supply of low educated workers by 15 to 

200 percent (Borjas, Freeman and Katz, 1997). At the same time, international trade 

(definedd as exports plus imports as a percentage of GNP) increased and an increasing 

proportionn of imports came from less developed countries. Also, capital flows (both 

directt and indirect) between the US and the rest of the world rose dramatically in the 

1970ss and 1980s. However, the increasing internationalisation of the US economy was 

nott distributed over all sectors equally as evidenced by the falling shares of employment 

andd GNP in the traded goods sectors (manufacture, mining and agriculture) with rising 

sharess in the non-traded services sectors. This implies that a decreasing proportion of 

thee labour force faces the consequences of increased trade (Abowd and Freeman, 1991). 

Theree are significant differences in the characteristics of workers between traded- and 

non-tradedd sectors on the one side, and export-intensive and import-intensive sectors on 

thee other. Workers in the non-traded sectors are better educated, younger, more often 

female,, and less likely to be immigrants or unionised. Also in the traded sectors, 

characteristicss of workers differ strongly. Women, lower paid, less skilled and 

immigrantt workers are highly concentrated in sectors where imports are significant, 

whilee export sectors have proportionally more educated workers and fewer black and 

femalee workers (Abowd and Freeman, 1991). Since immigrants are highly concentrated 

inn import-competing sectors, one may expect that imports wil l heavily hurt immigrants. 

AA bulk of empirical migration studies addressing the effect of immigration on the 

employmentt and earnings in the US was been published in the 1980s and 1990s. The 

commonn finding of these studies is that the economic impact of immigration is small 

andd redistributional. Immigration of (unskilled) workers has different effects on the 

labourr market position of separate groups, dependent on the distribution of skills 
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betweenn immigrants and natives. The technological relationship between newly 

immigratingg workers and other immigrant workers already living in the US is both 

substitutee and complimentary. Borjas (1987) found that white male immigrants and 

blackk natives are complimentary, while black and Hispanic immigrants, and black 

nativess are substitutes. Black native-born men gain slightly from increases in the 

immigrantt supply. The increase in immigrant supply found to slightly negatively affect 

whitee native-born men conforms to the earlier estimations of Grossman (1982). 

Inn general, an inflow of unskilled migrants leads to a very small deterioration in wages 

andd employment opportunities of low-skilled natives. However, it has a larger negative 

impactt on the low skilled immigrants themselves. It is noticeable that immigrants have a 

sizeablee impact on the determination of their own earnings. Thus, immigrants are 

actuallyy competitors of other immigrants in the labour market (Greenwood, Hunt and 

Kohli,, 1997; Greenwood, Hunt and Kohli, 1996; Borjas, Freeman and Katz, 1997; 

Abowdd and Freeman, 1991; Altonji and Card, 1991; LaLonde and Topel, 1991). 

LaLondee and Topel (1991) show that immigration causes a very small decline in the 

wagess and earnings of earlier immigrants. This modest negative effect disappears with 

timee in the US as immigrants accumulate appropriate skills and assimilate into the to the 

USS labour market. They estimated that immigration has a very small effect even on the 

relativee earnings of young blacks and Hispanics (aged 16-34) who are supposed to be 

thee most sensitive to changes in the supply of immigrants. 

Altonjii  and Card (1991) tested the substitutability hypothesis between immigrants and 

nativess for 120 major cities with lower and higher shares of immigrants. The analysis 

focusess on the effects of immigration flows on industry-specific labour markets within 

cities.. They find that a 1 percent increase in the share of immigrants in a city generates a 

11 percent increase in the supply of labour to industries in which less-skilled natives are 

employed.. The degree of substitutability between immigrants and less-skilled natives 

variess by ethnicity and sex. It is the highest for black females and lowest for black 

males.. However, immigration flows have no significant effect on the wages and 

employmentt rates of less-skilled natives. Their analysis provides some evidence that 

less-skilledd natives in cities have moved out of industries with a high share of 

immigrants,, but at the same time, employment in these industries has fallen slower in 

citiess where immigrants are concentrated. This suggests that immigrant labour has 

enabledd certain low wage industries to survive in these cities, instead of taking the jobs 
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off  low-skilled natives. Freeman and Katz (1991) note that immigrants have found jobs 

inn industries where wages have been low and declining, but employment has grown. 

Borjas,, Freeman and Katz (1997) recently estimated that immigration has an adverse 

impactt on the economic status of the least skilled workers. They argue that U.S. trade 

withh less-developed countries is responsible for less than 10% of the drop in relative 

wagess of high-school dropouts. Wood (1998) asserts that standard factor content studies 

understatee the effect of international trade on employment. He argues, based on a 

similarr factor content analysis as that of Borjas Freeman and Katz, that approximately 

20%% of the rise in relative demand for skilled labour in developed countries can be 

relatedd to expansion of trade with developing countries. Freeman (1998) concludes from 

standardd factor content studies that trade can account for 10 to 20% of the overall 

declinee in demand for unskilled labour, which is demonstrated in the form of increasing 

wagee differentials in the US and increasing unemployment in Europe. 

2.44 Purposes of migration and trade policy 
Immigrationn policies in developed countries (called North) are at present generally 

designedd to prevent immigration flows of unskilled workers from developing countries 

(calledd South). These policies are relatively more tolerant for skilled workers from the 

South.. This obvious difference is closely connected to both labour market conditions in 

thee North and relative (dis)advantages of (un)skilled workers in the South. Wages for 

unskilledd workers are relatively high and the social security system ensures a minimum 

livingg standard in the case of unemployment in developed countries. That makes the 

migrationn of unskilled workers to the North attractive whilst this migration is seen as a 

potentiall  burden for the welfare system and particularly threatening for the labour 

markett position of unskilled natives. On the other hand, skilled workers in the South 

havee a relatively better position, caused by a low supply of skilled labour, which is an 

outcomee of the scarcity and rationing of sources/infrastructure providing education and 

skills.. This suggests that 'push' factors are not very strong for skilled workers. 

Additionally,, the North is much more eager to attract these workers to compensate 

(temporary)) labour shortages in upcoming sectors such as Information and 
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Communicationss Technology (ICT), but also in traditional sectors becoming relatively 

unattractivee for natives like health and education. 

Itt is not coincidental that restrictive immigration policies in the North concern 

especiallyy unskilled immigrants. Furthermore, inequality in the North has increased in 

thee 1980s. Researchers try to explain sources of this rising inequality. The increase in 

inequalityy is assigned to the shift of labour demand from less skilled labour towards the 

moree skilled. However, no consensus is present about causes of the demand shift. 

Technologicall  change (labour saving) and globalisation in the form of international 

tradee are suspected to be two main forces behind this demand shift. Slaughter (1998) 

observess how changes in relative product prices affect relative factor prices. However, it 

iss not clear how strong or weak the relationship is between changes in relative product 

pricess and international trade. 

Thee impact of globalisation on unskilled workers is often analysed in terms of 

internationall  trade and the movement of capital and labour separately. Labour 

economistss focus on examining the impact of immigration while trade economists try to 

measuree the impact of international trade on unskilled wages. Only a few studies 

analysee international trade and immigration together (Abouwd and Freeman, 1991; 

Collinss et al., 1997; Borjas, et al. 1997; Straubhaar, 1988). These studies are mainly 

conductedd in North America. The lack of appropriate data can explain the relative 

disinterestt of economists, particularly on the European continent. Policy measurements 

too restrict immigration are based on intuition rather than evidence. A direct consequence 

off  restrictive immigration policies is illegal immigration. 

2.55 Undocumented Immigrants and the Informal Economy 
Undocumentedd immigration driven by an income gap between sending and receiving 

countriess is the unintended result of governmental attempts of advanced countries to 

controll  and regulate international migration by means of legislation and policies. While 

immigrantt communities already living in developed countries provide basic living 

conditionss for undocumented immigrants, at least for a short time, the fundamental 

shortagee of low paid workers despite persistent unemployment generates a large 

demandd for undocumented labour in these countries. A large number of jobs in the 

lowerr segment of labour market disappear because welfare states ensure a minimum 

livingg standard by unemployment benefits, minimum wage legislation and other social 

arrangements,, and native workers are not inclined to accept these jobs. Thus, 
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undocumentedd workers serve as a potential labour force for jobs paying around and 

beloww the minimum wage. In addition, each profit maximising entrepreneur is 

theoreticallyy driven to minimise his costs by the ignoring government regulations 

concerningg employment conditions. Given the opportunity the entrepreneur employs 

workerss informally and evades taxes and premiums. In markets where competition is 

intensivee and government controls on informal employment practices are not intensive, 

thee entrepreneur may have a larger incentive to employ workers informally. 

Itt is reasonable to assume that undocumented immigrants work in unskilled, low-paid 

andd manual jobs. Their wages are often lower than the legal minimum wages and their 

incomee consists solely of wage-income. Markets of undocumented labour are perfectly 

competitive,, suggesting that their wages are determined by the demand and supply of 

undocumentedd labour. Demand for undocumented labour is determined by relative costs 

off  undocumented labour, which may be expressed as difference in wages for formal and 

informall  work, intensity of controls, amount of possible penalties of government on 

firmsfirms employing undocumented workers, and job characteristics (Hartog and Zorlu, 

1999).. Performance in these jobs must be easy/cheap to monitor and does not require 

workerr responsibility, which is often impossible to extract from an undocumented 

workerr by legal channels. This implies that low penalties and low chance of being 

caughtt for firms employing undocumented labour will lead to a big demand for 

undocumentedd labour for unskilled low-paid manual jobs. The supply of undocumented 

workerss is determined by availability of informal jobs paying wages that are high 

enoughh to survive and save some remittances. Also an expectation to get a legal position 

mayy play an important role in determining the volume of undocumented labour supply. 

Howw large wages must be is closely connected with the availability of reasonable life-

environmentss in terms of individual support and cheap housing that are informally 

providedd by vulnerable groups, like legal immigrants. 

Studiess on the labour market position of immigrants conducted in the US and Europe, 

showw that immigrants are highly concentrated in low-paid, unstable import-competing 

industriess such as agriculture and catering (Borjas, Freeman and Katz, 1997; UN, 1993). 

Theyy are active in these sectors not only as workers, but also as entrepreneurs. The 

concentrationn of immigrants in these relatively unattractive sectors is connected with the 
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factt that immigrants have littl e chance for well-paid and attractive jobs. Furthermore, it 

iss a well-known phenomenon in Western Europe that immigrants have a bigger risk in 

thee regular labour market to be unemployed and to remain unemployed. This results in 

twoo alternative outcomes: first, (long-term) unemployment among immigrants is higher 

thann that among natives; and second, immigrants tend to start their own business, often 

inn competitive markets in the form of small (sub-contracting) firms. These small firms 

operatee at the margin of the economy and rely mainly on cheap labour under poor 

workingg conditions. Clothing and cleaning firms, grocers, and butchers are known 

exampless in European and American cities. Also these firms provide job opportunities 

forr undocumented labourers. 

2.66 Conclusions 
Differencess in prices of goods and production factors generate the impetus for the 

movementt of products and production factors from geographical locations where the 

pricess are low to those where the prices are high. However, wage differences are often 

notnot sufficient to explain international migration movements. Political stability, 

physiologicall  factors, cultural distance and language in addition to other factors play an 

importantt role in migration decisions. Randomly migration decisions gain no attention 

unlesss these become a mass migration towards certain directions. Since the 1960s, 

Westernn Europe becomes a destination for immigration from developing countries. 

Unskilledd workers have been actively recruited to work in Western Europe and since the 

1980ss policy makers in these countries have tried to control the immigration of 

unskilledd workers by restrictive immigration policies. Additionally, developed countries 

havee switched to more protectionist trade policies. The review of literature demonstrates 

thatt all these policies are intended to prevent the deterioration of labour market position 

off  less skilled natives. Not surprisingly, the research on the impact of globalisation has 

focussedd on the labour market position of less-skilled natives. In addition, previous 

researchh is virtually polarised: the impact of trade, migration and capital movements has 

beenn studied separately. This may be explained by the lack of appropriate data sets and 

aa comprehensive theory in which the markets of goods, capital and labour are 

integrated. . 

Thee data problem is even more serious for Europe where the share of immigrants in the 

entiree labour force is still small (2-7%). Official statistics have ignored questions about 

immigrantss for a very long period. A small number of immigrants in data sets and littl e 
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informationn about immigration history have limited the opportunity for empirical 

analysiss in this area. However, in evaluating available data sets in the Netherlands, we 

examinee the impact of immigration on wages in the Netherlands, United Kingdom and 

Norwayy in a comparative perspective in the next four chapters. 


